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While realising that indu «trial i tat ion can fumi ah the widest 

ohano«« for the overall development of the developing countrie«, yet 

we approdate that soma rainiirum baaio requirements should be «ad« 

available to «nsur« propar development through industrialisation! 

eleotric power, raw materials, capital, inf restructure, 
manpower and markets» 

The main factor of those elemente may change for eaoh type of 

industry and for thiB re aeon intensive analyses of all the prevailing 

conditions and the overall etatus of the oountry should be oonsldsrsd 

before the liet of prioritise of the proposed industrias can be nada* 

The availability of all  the above-mentioned basic requirements in 

a developing oountry can furnish a strong base for successful establish- 

•ent of aluminium industries, but still the absenoe of one or more of 

those elements can be tolerated as long as the proper substitute oould 
be found. 

On the other hand, aotablishmsnt of aluminium industries in 

some of the developing countries may be deoided for other eootttmioal, 

i fechnical and social re aeons of whioh we may mention the following 

1) Making use of some of the potential national 
natural resource«. 

2) Diversifying tha national Income resources. 
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3) Employing some of th« national wealth in hard 

currencies. 

4) Establishing new social and economical development 
centres 

5) Satisfying some of the local demands in aluminium 
metal. 

I»      Selection of Aluminium Smelter Capacity 

Once the decision is taken positively, the capacity of the 

aluminium smelter will be the next point to consider, «uided by 

the following factors. 

1 )   The optimum economical sise of the aluminium 

smelter| 

2) The'volume of the financial funds which can be 

made available for this industry» 

3) The volume of the electric power and other resources 

which can be devoted for this industry. 

Under the present conditions of today: 

• A 60,000 - 7%U00 mt aluminium smelter can be considered 

as the smallest economical  sice. 

• A 120,000   - 150,000 mt aluminium smelter can be considered as 

the optimum economical smelter sise. 

»       A 300,000 - 400,000 mt aluminium smelter can be considered as 

the maximum economical smelter size. 

It is quite obvious that the first and second categories of 

aluminium smelters are those to be considered in the case of deve^opin* 

countries while the third category of aluminium smelters is by all 

«sans out of question. 

#J 
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**•      Site Selection for Aluminium Smeltersi 

This Bhould be decided on the basis of techno-economic studies 

and investigations, while not neglecting some other specific factors 

such as strategical    nd social factors. 

In Egypt the selection of the site for its aluminium smelter 

was one of the most difficult points to decide upon and for that 

purpose at least seven different locations were investigated and 

evaluated in the period between 1954 and 1970. 

• Alexandria could be the best from the point of view of import 

and export possibilities, but is the most expensive and 

unreliable with regard to electric supply from the Aswan high dan. 

• Aswan could be the best from the point of view of electrio supply, 

but is the most expensive and unaccessible as regards import 

and export. 

• Cairo oould be the best from the point of view of infra-struoturs, 

skilled manpower and  local marketing, but it is not the same am 

regards cheap electric energy and pollution problems, 

• Sue« could be accepted from the point of view of import and 

export but not with regard  to electrit: power and for some 

strategical  reabono. 

• Qussir and Safaga on the Red Sea coast could be encouraged for 

development purposes but are not acceptable from the point of 

view of infra-structure and manpower. 

Finally, came Nag-Hammadi to offer the best possible sits for 

the establishment of the Egyptian Aluminium Smelter, being the near«at 

to the source of electric power of the Aswan high dam and also being 

accessible to the Red Sea at Safaga and to the Mediterranean at 

Alexandria and to all local consumers, by roads,  railways and by the 

Nil« and the other navigation canals. 
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In the meantime Nag-H ammari i could also realize the strategical 

*»* social requirements  set forth for such an industry in the modern 

Egypt. 

Accordingly, it was decided to establish the Egyptian Aluminium 

Smelter in the desert area at Nag-Hammadi and all efforts had been 

directed to make out of it a new master developing centre for the 

whole of Northern Egypt. 

III.      The Selection of the Product-Mix 

The selection of the product mix for a new aluminium smelter in 

a developing country depends on the following factors: 

(a) The possibility of getting the know-how from a world 

reputed aluminium producer; 

(b) The level of skill  of the available manpower and to which 

extent they can master the production technology of the 

advanced aluminium alloys and shapes; 

(c) The expected marketing status of the new enterprise and 

the expected channels where it nan get  its products 

distributed. 

We may endeavour to choose from the very beginning a highly 

sophisticated product mix which is legable    to give back the maximum 

revenue«    But such a decision can be very dangerous unless we are 

assured that we will find   the proper market for all our products 

taking into consideration that most of the potential consumers of the 

alloys and shapes are captive for their own affiliated smelters. 

In general it is always easier to produce  and  to sell aluminium 

ingots and T sections 99.5$ and 99.7$ for remelting rather than to 

produce and to sell alloys and shapes. 

A natural development in this field  is also recommended  after 

mastering the major technological problems usually connected with 

the simple production of the aluminium metal  itself. 
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IV.     PORWAHT) AW BACKWARD INThMRATlON 

In the field  of aluminium production,  three different atufen 

have to be distinguished  and ea« h of them Bhould be dealt with quit* 

separately. 

I)    Bauirit« treatment for th»' production of alumina; 

?)    Production o*" the aluminium metnl  by «leotrolyaiBi 

î)    Fabrication of  the; aluminium metal   for the  production 

of aemi-firn Hhed  and   fininhfd  products. 

Kach of thone  induPtrien IB of quite a different  nature and 

need« very ppe<-if1i;  «/id  diff^ren»   typ<!n of skill  in the fields of 

production,  handling and  pal^R, 

Uonnemien+ly,   TorwaH and/or bankward   integration in the field 

of aluminium induetrien in H^velopiry countries is not recommended 

to be  included   in  the  same  induntrial ization programme. 

However, if for certain ppecial reaHonn it íB decided to cover 

two or more of tho •<• stamen in the Ham** induatrialxnation program«, 

each of them nhoul<'  be dealt with an a ««parate project. 

"•      PI«"l inr and Comi t runt ion Management 

Amongst the motall>irf i<al  industries,  aluminium erne Iter« are 

characterized by the  fol lowing nnturet 

1)    The wide pprearimr of the construct*on area». 

?)    The bif number of industrial  and  nervines buildinps. 

\)    The bir dimension» and  the heavy Btructurep of the 

production  promanen. 
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4) The preat amounts of electric and mechanical equipment 

and machines, electric connections and instrumentation 

systems. 

5) The evolution of preat amounts of harmful gasea which 

can detriment plantationn  and affect the environment 

if not treated adequately,, 

Accordingly,  the construction area for aluminium smelters should 

correspond  to the following requirements: 

1)    nearest to electric power resources and other production 

requirements; 

?.)    Nearest to the local aluminium consumers and  the 

exporting ports; 

})    Availability of bip areas of /»round with possible 

expansion in the  future.    Most favourable are desert 

Areas located under the prevailing wind with respect 

to plantations and  other human activities. 

4)    Inert soil containing minimum sulphates and alkalines, 

of maximum electric resistancy and maximum bearinr, 

strength. 

The fonerai   layout of the aluminium smelters should  assume a 

logical  situation of the different production,  stores and  services 

buildinps relative  to each other to ensure the shortest transportation 

routes of the raw materials and   products and also to minimize itB 

crossing.    Administrative and  services buildings should  be located 

above the wind while the pasen and  heat peneratinr premises and 

inflammable materials stores should  be located below the wind. 

Possibilities for extension  in two of the smelters sides at 

least should be considered   always. 
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VI»      Construction Mann^'îmont 

The  realization of an aluminium smelter in the time limits 

adopted in the feasibility and  techno-economic studies necessitates 

careful  and elaborate planning programmine and follow-up and it 

goes without saying that an elongated execution period result* always 

in an increase in the investment and consequently changing the whole 

economical  structure of the project. 

Programming of the construction and erection activities should 

be worked  out in virtue of a detailed critical path design whereby 

construction and erection activities have to be specified in full 

detail and  the correspondinp volume of work in each case has    to be 

specified. 

Based on those studies, construction end erection material and 

equipment have to be secured timely ard the construction and  erection 

groups have to ts mobilized. 

Co-ordination are!  follcw-up should be the every-day task of 

the powerful executive directors who have to be selected and devoted 

in the construction site for this job. 

Parallel to the enrineerirg and technical activities running on 

the construction Bite there should be an equivalent continuous 

financial  support to ensure an uninterrupted  flow of all construction 

and erection requirements. 
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